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							[image: Nicola Bathie McLaughlin steps into her outdoor spaces wearing a flowy white dress. A children’s bedroom is decorated in a mix of blue-and-white patterns and French-inspired lighting.]
Nicola Bathie McLaughlin’s San Antonio Sanctuary 
													
						
							[image: Wedded Bliss: 9 Ways to Add Romance to Your Wedding Events. A lovely bride clad in a delicate lace gown gazes into a gilt-edged mirror.]
9 Ways to Add Romance to Your Wedding Events 
													
						
							[image: Herend porcelain and Wedgwood Jasperware are displayed alongside spring flowers and hand-painted Easter eggs.]
Three Exquisite Styles of Easter Eggs 
													
						
							[image: The Garden City Blooms: Christchurch, New Zealand, Botanic Gardens. Arrangement of plants and flowers in beds and hanging baskets inside a domed greenhouse.]
The Garden City Blooms: Christchurch, New Zealand, Botanic Gardens 
													
						
							[image: Surrounded by pristine formal gardens, Adare Manor, a Gothic Revival gem, abounds with stately appeal. From medieval fortresses to grandiose gothic gems, Ireland’s regal castles captivate the imagination and beckon travelers to roam their hallowed halls.]
Discover Four of Ireland’s Most Enchanting Castles 
													
						
							[image: Victoria test kitchen chef Izzie Turner, who developed the recipes featured in “Among the Cherry Blossoms,” recommends these top ten pantry staples for forays into Asian cooking. Tall vases filled with clusters of cherry blossoms, hydrangeas, and peonies add springtime beauty to a table set for a feast of Japanese fare.]
Our Top 10 Recommendations for Asian Pantry Staples 
													
						
							[image: Preview Our Inviting English Cottage 2024 Special Issue: The walkway to the front door of this English cottage is lined with a profusion of flowers.]
Preview Our Inviting English Cottage 2024 Special Issue 
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                Michael Marriott, technical director and senior rosarian for David Austin Roses, notes that “Rose breeding is, at heart, a...            
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                As the gray skies and lingering chill of winter days dwindle, fresh buds and cheerful sunlight announce the arrival...            


            
        


        
	
 


	

	

        

            Five Enchanting Ideas for Easter
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                [image: An outdoor table dressed in a floral, multicolored tablecloth is adorned with pink and purple blooms and porcelain china charms, all perfect for celebrating Easter.]
                            


            
                Greet springtime with our suggestions for marking this glorious season with style and simplicity. Applying a fresh perspective to...            
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                Celebrate spring’s long-awaited arrival with a gathering as jubilant as the land’s glorious reawakening. Brimming with enjoyable fare and...            
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                Author and illustrator Beatrix Potter was also a noted naturalist whose Lake District property included a higgeldy-piggeldy cottage garden....            
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                With a background in technology education and a penchant for design, a multi-talented college professor parlayed these seemingly diverse...            
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        [image: ✨We’ve arrived in Savannah, Georgia!✨ Editor, Melissa Lester @melissaplester and Creative Director of Lifestyle Brands, Melissa Sturdivant Smith @melissa.s.smith spent the day preparing to host new friends and readers for a Live Your Bliss Retreat. Tonight, our festivities commence with a welcome dinner at the Hamilton-Turner Inn @hamilton_turner_inn. We cannot wait for beautiful memories to be made this week in The Hostess City of the South. Find out about our upcoming retreats at https://victoriamag.com/victoria-events/. . . . #savannah #georgia #travel #retreat #tour #tourism #vacation #adventure #liveyourbliss #victoriaevents #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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        [image: How timely to begin discussing one of our favorite stories, The Enchanted April by Elizabeth von Arnim, as we welcome this new month!☀️📚 Join the Victoria Classics Book Club at http://bit.ly/victoriaclassicsbookclub to share your thoughts on this week's discussion question! | Photo: @prettybookplaces ; @beautelicieuse . . . #theenchantedapril #bookclub #book #reading #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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        [image: Michael Marriott, technical director and senior rosarian for David Austin Roses @david_austin_roses, notes that “Rose breeding is, at heart, a romantic quest to achieve a vision of beauty.” The quest is one requiring vision and patience, as breeders trial candidate seedlings over a period of eight to ten years, yet introduce just two to four new English Rose varieties per annum. Learn more about these exceptional blooms at https://victoriamag.com/david-austin-roses/ or the 🔗 in our profile.  . . . #davidaustinroses #rose #roses #flowers #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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        [image: The tulip's soft stem presents a challenge to the perfectionist. However, for anyone willing to let the flowers arrange themselves, this bloom grants abundant ease. Find inspiration for decorating with one of our favorite spring blossoms in our hardback volume, The Art of Flowers, at https://bit.ly/43CnKyi or the 🔗 in our profile. 🌷 | Photography: @stephanie.w.steele; Styling: @melissa.s.smith . . . #tulip #tulips #spring #springtime #springflowers #tablescape #tabledesign #flowerarrangement #flowerarranging #diy #springgarden #artofarranging #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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        [image: When taking a springtime stroll through the Cotswolds, a sight as lovely as this cottage— complete with pots of seasonal blooms— would surely cause us to pause and take in the scene.  Do you enjoy being in the fresh air? | Photo: @wordyelaine . . . #uk #england #britain #travel #cottage #cotswolds #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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        [image: At Kelmscott Manor, the stately home of textile designer, writer, and leader of the British Arts and Crafts movement William Morris, the interior echoes the loveliest nature scenes. Morris’s oft-quoted dictum: “Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful,” rings true in every detail of the abode. Tour this beautiful dwelling in our English Cottage issue at https://bit.ly/3T5sSZk or tap to shop! . . . #english #cottage #uk #beatrixpotter #interiordesign #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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        [image: 💚✨ LIVE YOUR BLISS RETREAT IN SCOTLAND! 💚✨ Join Victoria Editor Melissa Lester @melissaplester and Creative Director Melissa Sturdivant Smith @melissa.s.smith in exploring the art of gracious living in Scotland! Explore legendary castles, take in gorgeous vistas of the Highlands, savor delicious regional fare with a group of fellow readers. Find more information at https://bit.ly/4a2WNqW or the 🔗 in our profile and email victoriaevents@hoffmanmedia.com to secure your spot! . . . #liveyourbliss #scotland #uk #travel #grouptrip #bliss #liveyourbliss]
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        [image: "The beautiful spring came; and when nature resumes her loveliness, the human soul is apt to revive also." — Harriet Ann Jacobs • • • A new season has arrived with a symphony of birdsong and a radiant display of green. This charming season reminds us to spend time outdoors breathing in the fresh air. How have you been spending the first days of springtime? | Photo: @annakubel . . . #repost #april #spring #greenhouse #garden #gardening #flowers #bliss #victoriamagazine]
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                			Victoria, a bimonthly women’s lifestyle magazine, is created for all who love heritage linens, charming homes, gracious gardens, traveling the world, and all that is beautiful in life, promising a return to loveliness.
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